1. Ready

THE CULTURE MILE

STRATEGIC INFILL TO
REVITALIZE AND GENERATE
REVENUE. Getting Ready.

Designed by the people
The Pandemic brought to light many of cities’
social and infrastructural cracks, from healthcare
resiliency to racial injustice, from shortages
in equitable housing, and over-dependence
on external production chains. This proposal
addresses the post pandemic city through a
transformative and recovery based strategy to
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reset urban life as we once knew it.

Educator

WORKSPACE ON DEMAND

The pandemic has reproportioned demands

Roadway TO Flexible Office Space
@ the Barbican Centre

for spaces - office towers lay empty, while
temporary housing shelters are overflowing. Is
there an opportunity for landlords within cities to
achieve a profit from non-renewed office leases
and for social housing organizations to fulfill
demand?

CITY GROWN

Vacant office buildings TO Food Production
@ The Metro Bank
It is brilliant that these
pods use solar energy
to generate electricity
and also self clean and
disinfect

Supermarket delivery and local food production
are new avenues cities can tap into. While the
promise of urban agriculture has long been in
discussion, finding space within the urban realm
has yet been elusive. However with the dramatic

These hydraulic
farms are making
the city eat
healthier!

reapportioning and spatial flexibility of a post

2. Set

THE CULTURE MILE

pandemic city, the possibilities of dispersed urban
agriculture may be realized.
Similarly, remote working and learning has caused
a dramatic reduction in the number of commuters

PEDESTRIANIZE THE GREEN
MILE WITH
ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
PROGRAM. Setting the city to
reflect the people and thier
needs.

THE THREAD

prompting a re-evaluation of vehicular and

transit networks. Now is the opportunity to return
hardscape to softscape, providing for continuous
connectivity for cyclists and pedestrians.

3. Reset

The framework for addressing inclusive,
sustainable cities of the future needs to address
all aspects of life, from culture, and learning,
to job security and housing affordability and
the wellbeing of both its inhabitants and the
environment.

EXTEND THE GREEN MILE
INTO A PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY
NET ZERO NEIGHBORHOOD.
Reseting the definition of the
city.

We foresee the post pandemic city achieving

resilience through a phased approach in which
revenue generating operations build the financial

basis on which the reconstruction of cultural
programs and open space can occur.

Going for a walk in fresh
air is so easy!

Living Design

Connect!
With community

Book!
A workspace

Invest!
Join the movement
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Through the belief that design transforms life, Living Design aims to
be revolutionary. Its goal is to transcend the boundary of conventional

Living Design

design, becoming holistic in scope and integrative in practice through
radical levels of interdisciplinary thought. Understanding that the human
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water, materials, health, economics and social
equity through a holistic lens, but it does so in its
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Living Design

Roadway TO Ecological & Social Avenue
@ The most polluted street in the city of London

SOURCE

Did you notice these
air de-polluting
towers along the
path, very awesome

Reem,we can take
the elevator here
that can take us
down to the train

Did you notice these
air de-polluting
towers along the
path, very awesome

SMITHFIELD
MARKET

Regeneration

Inclusion

Well-Being

center of human intention, thereby regenerating the master story
Along The Thread youthe
will
be able to only commute by
of modern society. We trust that our species’ native ability for creativity
bike or foot, however there are recharging nodes located
can be rechanneled into an updated story about who we are, providing
conveniently every 15 minutes of walk where you can:
us with the aptitude for actionably shaping a sustainable, inclusive and
• Take the elevators to the train stations below
living world that nurtures the whole of life.
• Recharge your electric devices and bike
• Recharge your energy by getting some drinkable
Read more <source>: London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory
water, snacks and more.
data.london.gov.uk
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Sustainability

DE-POLLUTING THE MOST POLLUTED
VEHICULAR PATH IN THE CITY!

The Thread - an extension of the Culture Mile proposes an
ecologically and socially rich avenue. Previous coverage
allows for rainwater management and the plantings of
new vegetation.

THE THREAD

SHOP LOCAL!

be revolutionary. Its goal is to transcend the boundary of conventional

enviroemtimproves productivity and
positivley influances decision making?

unexpected

Invest!
Join the movement

Through the belief that design transforms life, Living Design aims to

DID YOU KNOW:

You do not
have
to worry
about the weather,
Living
Design
Perspectives
this is a high-tech capsule that will shield you in
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the Livingafter
Design
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and
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previous
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user leaves
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Order!
Local Produce

As transit modes continue to shift towards more
sustainable means and there is less demand on our
roadways from flexible work arrangements there is an
opportunity to re-imagine how our city streets are utilized.

Recharge!
Find a node

Invest!
Join the movement
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RAIN WATER
COLLECTION

DRONE
LANDING

The roof of Liverpool station is converted into catch
basins which divert water into an underground cistern.

local groceries delivery

St. Paul’s Cathedral
The Thread connects to the major historical sites in the area
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FLEXIBLE FRONTAGES

Chef

ST
HOUSING TRUcia
l Housing

Vacant office buildings TO So
Mall
@ The Deutsche Bank + One New Change

Vacant storefront TO Artist space
@ Along The Thread

These hydraulic
farms are making
the city eat
healthier!

FUSION MARKET

This building amenities
makes it easy to work
from home!

Traffic Circle TO Culinary Destination
@ The Museum of London + Bank of England

It is brilliant that these
pods use solar energy
to generate electricity
and also self clean and
disinfect

I love seeing artist of
color reclaiming their
spaces in the city!

These hydraulic
farms are making
the city eat
healthier!

This is possibly the
only food place that
offers dishes that looks
like the people in our
community

Did you know that you
can also use the app
to translate the menu?
You can learn few
Arabic words too!

Going for a walk in fresh
air is so easy!
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Connect!
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Invest!
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Join the movement

Live!
Find an Apartment

Connect!
With community
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Living Design

Connect!
With community

Eat here!
Take out or Dine

Invest!
Join the movement

Through the belief that design transforms life, Living Design aims to
be revolutionary. Its goal is to transcend the boundary of conventional

THIS IS US!

design, becoming holistic in scope and integrative in practice through
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Flexible frontages is a city wide program which
available at reduced rates through municipal
links artists and creatives with vacant space in
culture and economic stimulus grants. Providing
the city to be leased on a short term basis. As
an inclusive platform where communities can
COVID has illustrated conventional retail may not create culture, learn from one another, and
draw people into the city as online shopping has
promote social equity.
expanded. Therefore with a surplus of empty
street frontages an opportunity to utilize these
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The market has the potential to become
a destination serving the greater London
community and inspiring the bridging of
Living Design Perspectives
cultures and the unexpected and delicious
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Tackling systemic racism is fundamental to
Living
Design Perspectives
achieving
environmental
and climate justice,
according to leading activists, as Covid-19
These five are interwoven lenses that projects
disparities and the global uprising against police
can use to enter the Living Design dialogue. Each
brutality lay bare the ramifications of racial
perspective addresses essential issues like energy,
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in every sphere of life.

Read More <source>:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/
jun/18/environmental-justice-means-racial-justice-say-activists
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THIS IS THE SOLUTION!
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